Introduction

Important Notices

Congratulations on your purchase of the Natural Shower.
The Natural Shower is tested to reduce Chlorine for 15,000
gallons, with 98.81% reduction at 9,000 gallons and 88.81%
reduction at the end of life. It also handles problem water
areas better than the competition.

Read this data sheet in conjunction with the specifications and
operating instructions herein and compare the capabilities to your
actual water treatment needs before installing.

Please take a few minutes to read through this user guide
and keep it on file for future reference. The enclosed
information will help ensure optimal performance from your
Natural Shower unit.

Performance Data Testing Results
Natural Shower NSF Test Results
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WARNING — For correct operation of The Natural Shower it is
essential to follow these instructions.
CAUTION — Do not use water that is micro biologically unsafe or of
unknown quality without adequate disinfection. The Natural Shower
is designed as a shower/bath filter and is not designed as a drinking
water filter.

Natural Shower Filter Specifications
Filtration Media: KDF 55, 50 Micron Polyethylene Pre-Filter
Maximum Flow Rate: 2.5 gpm (9.5 lpm)
Pressure Range: 20-100 psi (1.38 - 6.89 bar)
Rated Cartridge Life: 15,000 gallons (56,700 liters) or 12 Months
Operating Temperatures: 40°-120° F (5º C - 49º C)
System Dimensions/Weight: 6.7"x3.75" (17x9.5cm) | 14.5oz (0.41kg)
Cartridge Dimensions/Weight: 4.75"x2.65" (12x6.7cm) | 11oz (0.31kg)
Product Warranty: One year for workmanship & material defects
The Natural Shower must be installed in accordance with all state and local laws and plumbing
regulations for water treatment devices. Note: Should water flow through your Natural Shower
decline over time, the pre-filter screen may be partially clogged with dirt or sediment. To clean
the pre-filter, backwash your Natural Shower. The Natural Shower is not intended to be used as a
drinking water treatment unit. While testing was performed under standard laboratory conditions,
actual performance may vary.
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This system was tested according to NSF/ANSI 177 for reduction of free available chlorine.
The concentration of free available chlorine in water entering the system was reduced to a
concentration less than or equal to the permissible limit for water leaving the system, as specified
in NSF/ANSI 177. This system has not been evaluated for free available chlorine reduction
performance in the presence of chloramines. Free available chlorine reduction performance may
be impacted by the presence of chloramines in the water supply. Please contact your local water
utility to determine if chloramines are used in treating your water.
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Influent
Chlorine
(mg/l)
2
2.2
2
2.1
2.1
2.1
1.9
2.2
1.9
1.9

Effluent Chlorine (mg/l) and % Reduction
Unit 1
0.6
0.13
0.13
ND
0.19
0.23
0.36
0.39
0.62
0.65

Unit 1 %
70.00%
94.09%
93.50%
100.00%
90.95%
89.05%
81.05%
82.27%
67.37%
65.79%

Unit 2
0.46
0.11
0.07
0.05
0.28
0.37
0.37
0.58
0.49
0.92

Unit 2 % Average %
77.00%
73.50%
95.00%
94.55%
96.50%
95.00%
97.62%
98.81%
86.67%
88.81%
82.38%
85.72%
80.53%
80.79%
73.64%
77.96%
74.21%
70.79%
51.58%
58.69%

Limited Warranty

The manufacturer warrants The Natural Shower to be free from material defects
and workmanship under the condition which the Natural Shower was installed,
operated and maintained according to this Usage & Care Guide.
The Natural Shower is warranted for one year from purchase date.
A receipt is required for the warranty. The manufacturer will replace or repair (at
manufacturer’s discretion) any shower filter that fails to perform due to material
defects and workmanship. There are no warranties under situations of product
misuse, improper installation, improper maintenance and/or misapplication.
This warranty does not assume, explicitly or implicitly, any responsibilities
or consequential damages caused by product misuse, improper installation,
improper maintenance and misapplication of the product.
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Installation

Flushing Operation

Cartridge Change

Note: Before installation, review the exploded diagram (lower
right) to familiarize yourself with the names and locations of the
various parts of your Natural Shower.

Your Natural Shower's flush feature extends filter cartridge life and
maintains water flow. We recommend you flush your Natural Shower
at least bi-weekly for 60 seconds. If your water's sediment levels are
high, flush up to every day for 30 seconds.

The Natural Shower cartridge is tested to last up to
12 months or 15,000 gallons (57,000 liters)

STEP A - Remove Existing Shower Head
1. Remove the old shower head from the shower arm. This
can usually be done by hand but may require a wrench.
2. Inspect the threading on the shower arm for any burring
or gaps which may prevent water-tight seal. Repair or
replace arm if necessary.
STEP B - Install Natural Shower to Shower Arm
1. Inspect the inside of the silver
knurled attachment ring on
the Natural Shower housing
base to ensure that the
rubber gasket is in place. (If
misplaced, the rubber gasket
from your old shower head
may be used).
2. Attach Natural Shower to
the shower arm by turning
the silver knurled attachment
ring in a clockwise direction until snug. Warning:
Overtightening can damage fittings and this can cause
leaks.
3. Check to verify that your service mark is aligned with
the triangle indicator. Your Natural Shower is now ready
for use. Turn on the water supply and check water flow
and seals.

Note: The most efficient way to flush your
Natural Shower is while waiting for your
water to get hot.
1. Rotate the top of the Natural Shower's
cartridge 90 degrees counter-clockwise
so the flush marker is directly above
the triangle indicator – you should feel
a slight indent as it sets into the flush
position. Turn on shower water.
2. Leave the water on for 30 - 60
seconds. Water will flow through
holes in the filter housing base.
3. After 30 - 60 seconds, turn the water
off. Rotate the top of the Natural
Shower's cartridge 90 degrees
clockwise so the service marker lines
up with the triangle indicator.
Note: If severe sediment levels or neglect has caused slow water flow,
a power backwash may be necessary. With water running, simply rotate
the filter cartridge back and forth between flush and service settings
quickly and repeatedly. Do this until water flow is restored and then for
at least one minute longer.

Exploded Diagram
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Note: It is normal to see discolored water discharge
from the shower head during the first 5 seconds of use.

Rubber Gaskets & Springs
Flush
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Shower head

Service

1. Turn off the water flow in the
shower.
2. Unscrew the locking ring by
turning counter-clockwise. (see
photo A)
3. Remove cartridge (along with
the locking ring) from the filter
housing base.
4. Check that the three (3) rubber
gaskets and springs (see photo
B) are properly seated into their
respective locations.
5. Install the replacement cartridge
into the base of the Natural
Shower unit housing, aligning
the triangular indicator on the
base (see red circle, photo C) inbetween the Service and Flush
markers on the cartridge for
proper installation.
6. Screw on the Locking Ring to
hold the filter cartridge in place.
7. With one hand holding the
shower base, rotate the filter
cartridge until the triangular
indicator on the base is aligned at
the Service mode position.
8. Turn on the water flow
(see photo D) in the Service
mode and flush the Natural
Shower for 30 seconds.

Shower Arm
Rubber Gasket

Having difficulty replacing the
cartridge? Detach the Natural
Shower from the shower arm.

NOTICE
Water that contains poly
phosphates, and/or high
sediment levels will require
you to backwash your Natural
Shower as often as once per day
and may reduce the life of your
cartridge.
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